Abstract-Advances in the development of low powered sensors has meant they can now provide solutions to Internet of Things (IoT) networks that suffer from restricted power supply and a lack of resource facilities. In this paper, a hybrid time division multiple access (TDMA)-carrier sense multiple access with a collision avoidance mechanism (CSMA/CA) medium access control (MAC) protocol has been proposed that efficiently utilizes the energy of the nodes and dynamically adapts the sleep/wake-up periods according to the variance in the network loads. This hybrid protocol first schedules the TDMA time slots (TDMA slots ), and then allocates each slot to a group of devices that compete for the medium using the CSMA/CA. This case is different from the traditional CSMA/CA-TDMA hybrid protocol, in which all the devices compete to access the channel, following which, each successful device is allocated an individual time slot. At the commencement of each superframe, the base station broadcasts a scheduler table, which includes network grouping information that is used by the IoT devices to categorize themselves into wake-up and sleep groups. 
jobs by enabling them to communicate to share information and coordinate decisions [2] . Things, in the IoT, refer to a multitude of heterogeneous devices with attached sensors working across diverse applications. Moreover, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are considered as an essential component of these networks [3] . Power consumption, however, is the primary restriction regarding IoT devices. Consequently, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [4] for low power medium access control (MAC) and physical network specifications have been used with them to address insufficiency in the power supply [5] .
In the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [4] , a central controller known as the personal area network (PAN) coordinator oversees the construction, upgrading, and monitoring across the entire network. Furthermore, the standard assigns two mechanisms: 1) beacon-enabled and 2) beaconless, to access the channel. The beacon-enabled mechanism uses a slotted carrier sense multiple access with a collision avoidance mechanism (CSMA/CA) to share the medium. In this mechanism, the slot margins of each device are aligned with those margins of the PAN coordinator using beacons and conversely, in the beaconless mechanism, a simpler unslotted CSMA/CA is applied. The beacons contain information used to describe the construction of superframes and synchronize the devices in the transmission range to recognize the PAN coordinator. The superframe comprises active and inactive portions, with former consisting of the contention access period (CP) and the contention free period (CFP). Throughout the inactive portion, the device does not interact with its coordinator and may move to a low power mode to conserve energy [4] .
In general, the energy consumption of the network is highly influenced by the selection of the MAC protocol [6] , which is divided into three main categories: 1) contention free protocol; 2) contention-based protocol; and 3) hybrid protocol [7] . Regarding the contention free protocol, in IoT networks it usually uses the time division multiple access (TDMA) mechanism to control the channel [8] . TDMA is a channel access technique that authorizes a set of devices to access a certain carrier frequency without intervention. Furthermore, it is useful for extending the battery life of the devices and reducing the number of collisions. However, TDMA has some drawbacks, for example, it is difficult to adapt to variant network loads, i.e., low or high, leading to either inefficient channel utilization or limited network scalability. Another drawback is that the transmission is delayed when the beacon interval is increased due to the fixed size of the beacon intervals [9] . 2327 -4662 c 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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CSMA/CA is a contention-based mechanism used to share the medium randomly between the IoT devices [10] . This random technique is applied to low power devices, such as those associated with IEEE 802.11 [11] or IEEE 802.15.4 [12] . However, contention-based protocols suffer from high congestion associated with either a high density of IoT devices or a hidden node problem [9] . This high congestion leads to an increase in the number of retransmissions, which affects the overall network performance in terms of channel utilization and power consumption. A hybrid CSMA/CA-TDMA protocol is, therefore, useful for avoiding the weaknesses of the above protocols and combining their strengths to enhance channel utilization, whilst also reducing power consumption in wireless networks [13] . However, the performance of the hybrid protocol still seems to suffers from enormous energy depletion in high-density networks. Thus, adaptable scheduling, involving dynamic switching between sleep and wake-up periods, is required to accomplish superior channel access in such networks.
In this paper, an on-demand sleep/wakeup extension is proposed to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to deal with the above-mentioned IoT issues. The sleeping periods (LSs) are dynamically adapted according to the network density, collision status and channel failure, thus leading to efficient throughput and power savings as well as high channel utilization. The base station (BS) arranges and schedules the TDMA slots and the scheduling table (ST), whereas each individual device, to save energy, has to calculate its LS i and switch to a sleep/wakeup period. The information in the ST message enables a certain group of devices to compete for entering the transmission period. In contrast, other groups are forced to enter the sleep mode each with a different calculated LS i . However, when the network load is low or there is no collision, then all the devices can continue accessing the channel at any TDMA slot after a competition to access the channel using CSMA/CA. Moreover, the devices move into sleep mode only when the medium experiences a high collision rate or channel failure. This has the advantage of avoiding a costly channel access pattern by reducing the number of collisions occurring due to a high density of devices. Furthermore, the proposed hybrid protocol-based adaptable sleep model can be theoretically displayed using a 3-D Markov chain and then compared to the original IEEE 802.15.4. Hence, this paper makes the following contributions to current knowledge.
1) It proposes a dynamic hybrid MAC (HyMAC) protocol for high density IoT communications with a scheduler sleep/wakeup mode called HSW-802.15.4. This mode has been designed to be activated only after the device experiences a high collision rate and/or channel failure situation.
2) It develops a frame structure scheme for the proposed protocol, which offers enhanced exploitation of TDMA slot and compatibility with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
3) It provides a comprehensive analytical evaluation using a 3-D Markov model that predicts the performance of the proposed hybrid protocol-based dynamic sleep mode.
4) It evaluates and verifies the performance of the proposed model for small and high-density networks by comparing it with the traditional IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly discusses previous research related to the IoT networks, whilst Section III describes the formulation of the problem behind the development of the proposed HSW-802.15.4. The frame structure and the methodology for the proposed protocol are provided in Section IV. Section V briefly discusses the proposed IEEE 802.15.4-based dynamic sleep mode and presents an analytical model for a 3-D Markov chain compatible with the proposed model for calculation of the network metrics. Section VI validates the proposed protocol by comparing the results with the existing IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The numerical results are presented and discussed in Section VII, whilst final conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
This literature divides the MAC studies into two categories: 1) the analytical-based studies and 2) the simulation-based ones. Furthermore, it splits the former based on a Markov mode into two classes: those that mimic and evaluate the performances and properties of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, and those that attempt to improve the performance of this standard.
A. Analytical-Based MAC Protocols
Many studies have been aimed at assessing and understanding the analytical MAC model of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. These studies have attempted to mimic aspects and mechanisms widely used by the IoT and WSN devices to investigate and identify the properties and performances of those networks. Most of the analytical models for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard are built according to the Markov model, presented by Bianchi [11] for the IEEE 802.11 standard. That is, Bianchi designed a Markov chain model that mimics the functionalities of the IEEE 802.11 standard for ideal channel conditions and saturated networks. In this section, the analytical studies based on a Markov mode is split into two categories: those that mimic and evaluate the performances and properties of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, and those that attempt to improve the performances of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
1) Performance Evaluation Studies:
From a performance evaluation perspective, a comprehensive Markov chain model and analysis for the IEEE 802.15.4 [4] MAC and PHY layers has been conducted by many authors [9] , [12] , [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, Pollin et al. [12] proposed a 2-D Markov model, with an extension of saturated and unsaturated mechanisms for the slotted CSMA/CA mechanism that mimics the MAC behavior of the IEEE 802.15.4. The performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in terms of power depletion and throughput was also analyzed. In contrast, Sahoo and Sheu [15] proposed a modified model including retransmission with determinate retry limits for the IEEE 802.15.4. However, it appears that there was an inexact match between the analytical and the IEEE standard results for both energy depletion and throughput. Park et al. [16] proposed a generalized analytical model of IEEE 802.15.4 with retry limits and acknowledgments under unsaturated star networks. This was an accurate Markov model that could evaluate the performance metrics in terms of delay, reliability and energy depletion.
On the other hand, Zayani et al. [17] developed an IEEE 802.15.4 model that takes into consideration the functionalities of this standard on both the PHY and MAC layers. On the PHY layer, the model is similar to the mathematical framework used by Zuniga and Krishnamachari [18] for calculating link unreliability. Moreover, the MAC layer is inspired from an improved Markov model proposed by Park et al. [16] . This model considers the effect of underlying packet discards at either the PHY or MAC layers [17] . Performance estimation in all the above studies has been aimed at providing optimal Markov models for the CSMA/CA mechanism that mimic the behavior of IEEE 802.15.4 standard; however, they do not seem to have involved taking the sleep/wakeup mode or any other improvement into consideration.
2) Performance Improvement Studies: To improve energy preservation and the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, several researchers [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] have proposed models with periodic sleep or idle periods, and device contention, as perfect solutions. Mišic and Mišic [21] , for example, suggested an M/G/1/K model of a beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 with a sleep mechanism. With the proposed mechanism, it is assumed that a device turns to sleep for a specific amount of time when there are no packets in its buffer [21] . Alternatively, Chiasserini and Garetto [22] considered the performance of sleeping devices in WSNs; however, they did not focus on the performance evaluation of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer.
From the performance evaluation aspect, Ghazvini et al. [23] suggested an energy efficient MAC protocol, based on IEEE 802.15.4, for WSNs that reduces energy depletion and network collisions by permitting devices to move between sleep and listening modes during the active period, when they have no packets to transmit. After that, Xiao et al. [24] also proposed a Markov model that took into consideration the sleep-based mode of the beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Jurdak et al. [25] , in contrast, implemented the nonbeacon IEEE 802.15.4-based RFID devices. To conserve energy, a device remains in sleep mode, if it has no packet to send or the RFID tag has not received any data. Khanafer et al. [26] suggested a method that saves energy by forcing some devices to move into sleep mode after successful communication. Furthermore, Xiao et al. [27] proposed an energy efficient MAC protocol with a sleep enabling mode based on the length of the device queue. However, all these studies focused only on the contention-based channel access, and not on network density, the numbers of collisions or even channel failure.
Consequently, the performance of the hybrid IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol has also been studied by [28] and [29] . The research conducted in [28] offered a general Markov model that takes into consideration both the slotted CSMA/CA and GTS in a heterogeneous network set-up and nonsaturated conditions. Sheu et al. [29] focused on reducing the collisions caused by the hidden node problem in IEEE 802.15.4 networks using the GTS slots. Recently, Al-Janabi and Al-Raweshidy [30] introduced a solution that expands network scalability and prolongs the lifetime of the IoT network protocol by developing a scheduling sleep/wakeup model based on AI. In addition, Ayadi et al. [31] provided two methods that aim to better manage the energy exhausted by the WSNs. The first method concerned efficiently identifying the energy depleted by the device in its various transmission stages, whilst the other method provided an approach that based on the residual energy of the devices to identify their most compatible duty cycles. Although, both of the above protocols provided energy efficient solution for the IoT network, they did not consider the high density of the IoT network.
B. Simulation-Based MAC Protocols
It is generally agreed that MAC protocols are the simplest techniques in terms of system set-up and implementation, some of which are described below.
Amongst the most basic MAC protocols are the random access protocols, such as ALOHA and slotted-ALOHA, stated by [32] and [33] , respectively. In these protocols, the devices either send the packet as soon as it is generated or start the transmission at the commencement of the following slot. The key downside of these random-based protocols is the high rate of collisions, which restricts the value of the throughput and eliminates the utilization of the channel bandwidth [33] . CSMA protocols are considered an advancement toward decreasing the collisions suffered by ALOHA methods [34] . However, these protocols do not significantly diminish the collisions and there can be degradation in the throughput caused by the hidden and collided node problems.
HyMAC protocols that associate CSMA with TDMA, which are described by Rhee et al. [35] and Zhang et al. [36] , act as a CSMA with a light contention state and change to the TDMA MAC time sort procedure at a higher contention state. On the other hand, Salajegheh et al. [37] proposed an HyMAC that combines CSMA with both TDMA and FDMA. In a comparable manner, other HyMAC protocols have been proposed in [38] and [39] . In those protocols, the devices combine CDMA with TDMA and utilize CSMA to send their request for a bandwidth message to reserve time slots and codes for their transmission successfully. Another HyMAC protocol, called zebra MAC (ZMAC), is proposed by Rhee et al. [35] . The hybrid technique of this protocol works as CSMA in a low network traffic and switches to TDMA when it is high. However, if the devices require more than one-time slot, they can try to exploit other neighbors' unutilized time slots. To exploit other time slots, the device initiates a long enough random backoff period and starts its transmission at the end of this period, but the device is not able to start its transmission if the primary user needs its own time slot. Moreover, ZMAC is required to implement TDMA scheduling in a periodic manner to recover the deviation in the time clock among the devices.
A scalable hybrid CSMAMAC protocol is suggested in [1] , which works by splitting each frame period into four portions: 1) notification period (NP); 2) contention only period (COP); 3) announcement period (AP); and 4) transmission only period (TOP). Throughout the COP, the devices with data to send employ the p-persistent CSMA mechanism to transmit the request to send (RTS) packet to the BS and those that succeed in doing so, are allocated time slots in the TOP to transmit their data. This HyMAC protocol is improved by Liu et al. [40] by the implementation of the fairness and quality of service (QoS) concepts. The improved protocol categorizes the devices into different classes and permits the devices to pick up the contention probability rendering to their observed throughput and urgency. However, both the above protocols proposed in [1] and [40] suffer from supplementary energy depletion caused by the requirement for the contention between devices during the COP.
Despite the above hybrid protocols trying to be more scalable, they are still not adequate for deployment in most IoT applications. Also, they still seem to suffer from a higher number of collisions and channel failure in saturated and highdensity networks due to their failure to include a sleep/wake-up mechanism in their operation. Consequently, congestion in the IoT network increases as the network density rises. Moreover, the hybrid protocols-based on FDMA and CDMA have the issues of high hardware expenses and high complexity, respectively. Hence, the HyMAC protocols based on both TDMA and CSMA are the most encouraging from the perspective of IoT applications. Accordingly, the proposed HSW-802.15.4 protocol provides an amenable hybrid TDMA-CSMA/CA MAC mechanism with a dynamic sleep/wake-up extension that efficiently accesses the channel with both low and high-density networks. The proposed protocol tunes up the sleep/wake-up periods by forcing groups of devices to sleep for various periods once they experience a collision or channel failure. As a result, the proposed model works by reducing the hidden node problem, and thus reduces the probability of collisions, thereby leading to an improvement in the performance of the network in terms of power conservation, channel utilization, and throughput.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
IoT devices generally suffer from two types of problems, namely: device resource restriction and protocol design.
Regarding device resource restriction, IoT devices are all severely constrained in terms of power supply, communication capability and memory units. In fact, power consumption is the primary restriction placed upon them. Moreover, the vast majority are not rechargeable because they are usually designed in a small-sized system that constrains the capacity of the battery and memory. Additionally, the periodic battery replacement for those devices is infeasible due to the device deployment in a vital environment and the large number of IoT devices. Furthermore, the complex computations that necessitate unique processing capabilities and extended memory units require massive power resources and thus, dramatically reduce the overall lifespan of the IoT network. The strict resource-constrained situations in which IoT devices operate make energy conservation a primary factor to be considered when undertaking protocol design in such networks.
Regarding the protocol design problem, the MAC protocol responsibility should be in handling the channel access mechanisms, failure control, and validation of the superframes. However, MAC protocols, such as CSMA/CA and TDMA usually focus on some network parameters and ignore others. For example, TDMA takes into consideration energy saving and neglects throughput, delay and channel utilization. Furthermore, with TDMA, it is difficult to adapt the channel to the variations in the network density, whether this is low or high load, thus leading to either inefficient channel utilization or limited network scalability. On the other hand, the HyMAC protocol is useful for addressing the weaknesses of the above protocols and also combines their strengths. However, it cannot ensure efficient energy saving in a high-density network. Hence, a dynamic MAC protocol that minimizes the energy consumed by IoT devices during their connection process to the telecom is essential and needs to be designed. Furthermore, extended periods of sleeping devices and the use of energy efficient techniques can all help to extend the battery life of these devices.
Accordingly, in this paper, an effective power saving structure using a dynamic scheduling MAC technique is proposed. This technique dictates the task to be achieved at a particular time and obliges groups of devices to sleep. Furthermore, the scheduling sleeping technique is adapted according to conditions, such as high collision or channel failure, to determine which group of devices will be active in a certain TDMA slot . The proposed protocol will accomplish superior channel access enhancement in a high density network and extend the lifespan of IoT devices.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEDULER HYBRID MAC PROTOCOL
The novelty of this paper is represented by suggesting a new sleep/wake-up extension to the mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard that forces groups of devices, when the network experiences high collisions or channel failure, to sleep mode with different sleep periods. Therefore, this extension makes the proposed HSW-802.15.4 MAC work efficiently with both high and small density IoT networks. However, to provide an analytical model for the proposed protocol, a three dimensions Markov model has been presented that includes the new sleep/wake-up mode in its operation. Further details about the Markov model are presented by [14] and [17] .
Power consumption is a vital issue for battery power supported devices in IoT and WSNs. To address this problem, an effective scheduling message, known as the ST (see Fig. 1 ), has been proposed to force groups of them into sleep mode. The proposed scheduling method is extremely efficient in terms of energy conservation, especially for battery-powered devices. It selects the mission to be performed at a given moment by determining which group of devices will be active in each TDMA slot , and by allocating physical layer resources. in this section, the structure of the proposed protocol in terms of network architecture, frame structure, and methodology is discussed. 
A. Network Architecture
A star wireless PAN with a single-hop is assumed to be used in the simulation. It is composed of a fixed number (N) of devices and a PAN coordinator. Furthermore, it is assumed that, as a high-density network, each device always has a packet available for sending, which means it is working in a saturated area. The devices also exhibit location awareness pro-actively during the device installation process without any the device cooperation, and then can send their location along with their identification address (ID) to the PAN coordinator to be utilized in avoiding the hidden node problem.
In the proposed protocol, the PAN coordinator divides the network devices into multiple subgroups (SG i ) according to the ID and location of the device. At the commencement of each superframe, the coordinator sends the ST message as a notification during the beacon period. As Fig. 1 shows, the ST message provides information about the number of subgroups (NG) and the IDs of the devices belonging to each SG i . Additionally, it contains information about the sleep/wake-up times for each SG, which is used to conserve energy by specifying the maximum number of TDMA slots each device should have. These are known as KiTDMA slots .
The KiTDMA slots for each SG i are chosen by the coordinator according to device priority, so that devices at a SG i with higher priority are allocated fewer KiTDMA slots than other subgroups. The ST message is thus sent after the beacon (see Fig. 2 ) and used to schedule devices to enter a longer sleep mode, rather than a longer CP. The length of the ST message is constant and equivalent to multiple messages according to the network requirements and node density; however, each device needs to be aware of the size of the ST message. During the CP, the devices in the specified SG i are eligible to compete using the CSMA/CA method, to obtain access to the channel and transmit data during TDMA slots , also known as transmission periods (TP transmission ). However, when the network does not experience any channel collisions or failure, all the other devices can compete and obtain access to the channel as a normal IEEE 802.15.4, without an adaptable sleep mode.
B. Frame Structure
In this paper, an HyMAC protocol is proposed in which a specified group of devices are permitted to enter the CP at a specific TDMA slot , rather than all the devices. Fig. 2 shows the modified superframe structure for the proposed model, which is compatible with the traditional IEEE 802.15.4. As such, the proposed hybrid protocol can significantly reduce network collisions and improve performance. It uses a superframe architecture, where network beacons are periodically broadcast by the PAN coordinator to bind each superframe. The network beacons are used to describe the architecture of the superframes, and to synchronize as well as scheduling the attached devices by using the ST message [see Fig. 3(a) ].
The superframe of the proposed protocol is, first, divided into 16 equal sized TDMA slots by the PAN coordinator, in a similar way to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Each TDMA slot is allocated to a specific SG i . A device that wishes to access the channel can only compete with other devices in the same SG i using a CSMA/CA mechanism [see Fig. 3(a) ]. However, there is an exception to this rule, which is that the device can enter the CP with other subgroups when the channel has not suffered from any previous failure or collision. This mechanism has the dual advantage of offering efficient utilization of the channel in low-density networks, and reducing the number of collisions by following the ST message with high-density networks.
The present IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is based on a simple time unit called a UnitBackoffslots period (BP) and three random-based variables: 1) backoff exponent (BE); 2) contention window (CW); and 3) number of backoff stages (NBF). The proposed protocol introduces other substantial variables, which are the length of sleep period (LS i ), and the number of SG i of the devices (NG). As shown in Fig. 3(b) , after receiving the Beacon and the ST message from the PAN coordinator and agreeing with the proposed sleep/wake-up mode (see Section V), the device either immediately starts sending its data or follows the sleep mode, and then starts sending its data. Furthermore, each device has to calculate its sleep period continuously by utilizing the information from the ST message.
C. Methodology
The proposed protocol is designed according to the specifications of IoT networks and the transmission process for the proposed HSW-802.15.4 protocol is shown in Fig. 3(c) . In the proposed protocol, the MAC layer first initializes the following variables: CW, backoff exponent (BE = MinBE), macMaxCSMABackoff (M = 2), number of backoffs counter (NBF = 0), maximum frame retries (R = 3), retransmission counter (r = 0), maximum number of CCAs (C Max = 2), CCAs counter (i = 0), and number of SG = NG. The device then waits for a random backoff number (BF) in the range [0; 2 BE − 1] multiplied by the time of the BP. When the backoff counter reaches zero, the device senses the channel using clear channel assessment (CCA). If two successive CCAs are idle, the device initiates the transmission, whilst if is busy, the MAC layer will increase the value of both NBF and BE by one up to a maximum value of M and MaxBE, respectively. If the channel access is successful, the device starts transferring its packet and waits for acknowledgment (ACK). If the device receives the ACK, the transmission has succeeded and if not, a collision is detected and the devices involved should increase the variable r up to the value R. If the channel experiences a channel failure or a collision, the device calculates the length of the sleep period LS i and either continues trying to access the channel if it belongs to a permitted SG i and LS i = 0 or turns to sleep mode, according to the ST and the calculated LS i [see (1) ]. After the LS i period, the device, depending on its NBF and r, decides either to discard its packet and generate a new one or to retransmit its packet by reinitializing the NBF = 0, BE = minBE, r = 0, and i = 0. The parameters used for the proposed protocol are listed in Table I, Using this method, the proposed protocol becomes more adaptable and flexible as it dynamically adapts the sleep nodes, working with both high and low-density networks. The behavior of this new adaptable protocol can be easily observed in a high-density network by allowing more nodes to sleep with different periods. The main benefit of this lies in a substantial reduction in the probability of channel failure and collisions. The following sections explain the sleep period calculation used by each device, and the 3-D Markov model which is based on a dynamic sleep mode. Additionally, the influence of performance metrics and MAC parameters on overall network operations are also analyzed. Table III in Appendix A summarizes the notation used in this paper.
A. Dynamic Sleep/Wake-Up Period Calculation
The grouping method that divides the nodes into SG s , whilst dynamically allowing the SG s to calculate and enter the Sleep/Wake-up periods, is described. In each specified TDMA slot , only one SG is permitted to compete for channel access (see Fig. 4 ). The aim of this technique is to distribute the active nodes evenly among the TDMA slots and reduce the power consumed by each node as it attempts to access the channel. This is because, depending on the node density in the network, a collision may be more likely to occur at one TDMA slot than at others. Hence, when the device in subgroup (SG i ) experiences a channel failure or collision, it calculates the length of its sleep period (LS i ) as follows:
where, K i refers to the number of sleeping TDMA slots allocated to the SG i that is initially identified by the PAN coordinator (see Fig. 1 ), while Y i is calculated as
where, SG i is the subgroup i of devices to which the current device belongs. N BP refers to the number of BPs in each The role of LS i is to decide whether the device that has experienced a collision or channel failure, turns to sleep, if LS i > 0 or continues its attempt to access the channel with the same TDMA slot . In this case, the energy required to access the channel for the whole network is reduced, because some of the devices move to sleep mode, each for a different period, according to its calculated LS i . It is worth noting that the sleep period identification process is similar to the random process used to identify the BF, which depends on the previous stage only and not on any others. In fact, the only difference between BF and LS i is that the former is selected randomly, whilst the value of the latter is calculated according to (1) .
However, as presented in Table II , the device with the proposed protocol, especially in a small density network, has to consume an additional small amount of energy for the purpose of receiving the ST message at the commencement of each superframe. This message is essential in predicting the LS i period, while it is not applicable for the case of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
B. Markov Model
This section describes the analytical model for the proposed adaptive HyMAC protocol-based synchronized sleep mode. For the purposes of the analysis, a saturated network with beacon enabled and retry restrictions for each packet transmission is considered. The behavior of the proposed HSW-802.15.4-based schedule sleep is modeled using a Markov model that takes into consideration the probabilities of collision and failure. Fig. 5 shows the Markov model-based sleep mechanism of the HSW-802.15.4.
The analysis is split into two distinct steps, the aim of which is to identify a set of equations that exclusively describes the functionality of the network. During the first step, the actions of a single device are modeled using a 3-D Markov chain to obtain the stationary probability ( ) of the device attempting to access the channel for the first CCA within a given time slot. The per user Markov chains are then coupled to derive an extra set of equations to solve the system model. A significant assumption made during this coupling is that the probability of sensing the carrier channel is constant and independent of other devices. Three stochastic processes describe the different states of the device during the transmission of a packet, namely: the backoff stage G b (t), the state of the backoff counter G c (t), and the state of the retransmission G r (t).
The integer time (t) matches the beginning of the time slot and is declared as the delay stages Table I . The probability ω refers to the likelihood of the channel assessment finding the channel busy during CCA1, Whilst the probability ξ pertains to channel assessment of finding the channel busy during CCA2. The stages (−1, k, j), (−2, k, j), and (−3, k, j) characterize the transmission state, the packet collision state, and the dynamic sleep state, respectively. The parameters L s , and L c denote the durations of packet transmission and packet collision, respectively. The transition probabilities for the proposed 3-D Markov model can therefore be derived as follows:
Equation (3) represents the delay counter for a random number of slots. Equation (4) provides the probability that the device picks a state in the next delay stage due to sensing the channel is busy during either the first or the second CCA, with probabilities ω and ξ , respectively. Equation (5) refers to the probability of successfully sending the packet without collision after sensing the channel is idle for both CCAs and (r < R). Equation (6) denotes the packet being sent for retransmission due to collision. In this case, the device should calculate the LS i before retransmitting it under the condition of (r < R). Equation (7) defines the probability of beginning a new transmission when the device is in the final delay stage. This is either due to: sending the packet successfully; sending it with a collision after sensing the channel is idle for both CCAs, whereby the device needs to calculate LS i before starting a new transmission; or CAF during either CCA1 or CCA2, which means the device needs to calculate the LS i at a specific TDMA slot .
The steady state probability for the proposed Markov model is denoted by b i,j,r = P r { (G b (t), G c (t), G r (t)) = (i, j, r) }, where i ∈ {−3, M}, and j ∈ {−1, max 
Next each expression in (11) is derived separately according to (8)- (10) . Furthermore, the delay line CW i is started with CW 0 = 2 MinBE and CW Max = 2 MaxBE , where
and
where (14) and is equivalent to
For simplicity, we assume in the analysis that each SG i has a fixed value of sleep period (LS). Then the last expression of (11) is expressed as
P SW signifies the probability that the device is in the sleep stage and equivalent to
P f is calculated in Section VII-A, and P c which is the probability of more than one node that sense an idle channel and start their transmission at the same time. The P c is given by
in which is
and after analyzing (19) the value of will be represented by ( × b 0,0,0 ).
VI. MODEL VALIDATION
To confirm the accuracy of the proposed analytical model, Monte-Carlo simulations of the IEEE 802.15.4-basedcontention formulation are compared with the proposed model and included in the results. The simulation model attempts to imitate, as closely as possible, the actual transmission process based on the CSMA/CA of each device (see Appendix-B for more details about the simulation algorithm). In general, the CSMA/CA allows all the devices to compete for the channel access as a single group rather than as multiple ones. Hence, only NG = 1 will be considered when validating the accuracy of the proposed model; however, all other NG values have been provided to show the improvement in the proposed model over the traditional IEEE 802.15.4-based CSMA/CA protocol. The values of the parameters used to implement both the analytical model and the simulation runs are listed in Table I , and are identical to the default values of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
In Fig. 6 , the analytical model is compared to the simulation results with one value of NG(NG = 1) to validate the accuracy of the proposed model. This is because the proposed analytical model behaves identically to the traditional IEEE 802.15.4 standard when NG = 1, which means there is no sleep mode and all the devices compete to access the channel as one group.
The figure presents the validation for the derived expressions ξ, ω and when compared to the simulation results. As shown, the values of the analytical prediction results are accurate and very close to those of the simulation results. Additionally, when the number of devices is increased, the values of ω and ξ increase, whilst the value of decreases. Thus, there is an increase in the number of collisions and channel failures when the number of devices is increased. Fig. 7 displays the ω probability against the number of devices. The value of ω has been tested when NG = 1, 4 and 8, and MaxBE = 3 and 5. This figure shows that, during the channel sensing process, the HSW-802.15.4 performs the same, or better, when NG = 4 or 8, and MaxBE = 3, than when NG = 1 and MaxBE = 5. This means that the value of NG with lower power consumption due to sleep mode can compensate the MaxBE when the device consumes more power, especially in a high-density network. Fig. 8 also shows the effect of the NG and MaxBE on channel sensing for the second CCA with the probability ξ .
VII. METRICS RESULTS
In this section, the analytical model is used to describe numerically the performance of the HSW-802.15.4 model and the results from this are compared to those of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in terms of: failure probability (P f ), throughput (S), channel utilization (ρ), and power consumption (P W ). The performance of the proposed protocol has been examined with different numbers of subgroups (NG = 1; 2; 3; 4; 8 and 16). It should be noted that the proposed HSW-802.15.4 behaves identically to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard when NG = 1.
A. Failure Probability
Failure probability (P f ) refers to the probability of a packet being discarded as the result of either CAF or retransmission limits (RLs). According to the Markov model in Fig. 5 , the P f can be mathematically represented as follows:
where, the P CAF and P RL are the probabilities of the packet getting discarded due to CAF and RL, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the P f against the number of devices with different values of NG and it is clear from the figure that failure probabilities decrease with higher values. This justifies the effectiveness of the proposed sleep/wakeup protocol, especially when the network begins to suffer from a higher number of collisions or channel failure. When the number of subgroups increase, the number of sleep devices also increases, which leads to a decrease in the number of contending devices during the CP and consequently, the number of collisions fall and channel failure is more likely to be avoided.
B. Throughput
The throughput [S(bit/s)] is defined as the aggregated amount of data that is successfully transmitted during a time specified. Successful transmission means that the device needs to sense the channel successfully for both CCAs and then send the packet without channel failure or collision. The S can be mathematically represented as follows:
where, ϕ is calculated as follows:
where, DR represents the data rate (see Table I ). The throughput generated using the proposed model is explored using different values of NG. Fig. 10 shows the throughput against different numbers of devices when NG = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 16. It shows that the throughput is increased when NG is increased. However, the throughput starts decreasing with all values of NG when the number of devices increases, which is because the number of collisions starts to increase when there are more devices. To compensate, the proposed protocol expands to cover a larger number of devices in the network. In the conclusion, there is an inverse relationship between the throughput and the number of devices, and vice versa depending on NG. 
C. Channel Utilization
The channel utilization (ρ) for one superframe is defined as the summation of the time during the successful transmission of packets to the total time during one superframe (SF duration ). The ρ in the simulation can be mathematically evaluated as (23) and SF duration can be clarified as
where, N s represents the number of TDMA slots , T BN refers to the beacon notification interval. T ST represents the time required to broadcast the ST message and it is comparable to 2 × T BN . The value of T BN , in the results, is taken equivalent to at least one PCK L . PCK L refers to the total length of the packet including overhead and payload (see Table I ). Then, T BN is estimated as Fig. 11 investigates ρ in terms of the number of devices using different values of NG. As shown in the figure, the proposed HSW-802.15.4 provides a better ρ when NG = 2, 3, 4, 8, or 16. Moreover, the value of ρ is high when the number of devices is less than 50, for from there it then starts decreasing when the number of devices is increased. Finally, the figure also shows that the proposed protocol means that ρ remains high even with a higher number of devices, which indicates the effectiveness of proposed protocol in a higher network density. Furthermore, the value of ρ stays high for a longer time when NG is increased.
D. Delay
The average delay (D avg ) is defined as the summation of the periods that the devices elapse in each transmission stage to obtain a successful one, i.e., receiving the ACK message. The transmission stages are: the backoff counter, channel sensing (CCAs), sleep/wake-up and packet transmission (either collision or successful). Hence, the D avg spent by the network during one entire superframe duration is equivalent to the summation of all the periods excluded the time during the successful transmission one. Then, it can be expressed as
where, the values of ϕ, SF duration and T BN are shown in (22) , (24) , and (25), respectively. as the network density is grows and illustrates almost the same performance as the standard with a lower density network. Finally, the proposed protocol displays that D avg remains lower even with a higher number of devices, which indicates its effectiveness with higher network density. This efficiency in the D avg metric is the result of increasing the network performance owing to device scheduling to share the channel and improvement in the number of successful transmissions.
E. Power Consumption
In this section, the average energy consumed by a device attempting to transmit a single packet using the proposed HSW-802.15.4 protocol is considered. Using the IEEE 802.15.4 power parameters listed in Table I (27) where, Pr SL is given in (16) . Pr idle is the probability of the device being idle either at the backoff, or at the time of waiting for the ACK (L ACK−out ), and can be calculated as follows:
Pr CCA is the probability of channel sensing for two consecutive CCAs, and it is calculated as follows:
and Pr Tx is the transmission probability and calculated as
Pr Rx is the probability of successfully receiving the ACK after a transmission and it is given as follows: 16 . This shows that average energy depletion has been improved by 40%-60% with the proposed protocol depending on the number of devices and NG. This is because the devices avoid the high-energy depletion caused by attempting to access the channel and thus, there is no energy lost in idle stages waiting for the channel state to be detected, or when receiving unwanted packets due to collisions or channel overhead. Instead, the devices in the proposed protocol spend more time in a low energy sleep stage when network density is high and the NG is increased, which results in a decrease in the number of competing devices depleting their energy in successful transmission or reception.
Fig. 14 shows the energy consumed by the devices during the sleep stage. This shows that the device spends more energy on the sleep stage when the NG value is increased. Energy consumption is, therefore, increased when the network density (number of devices) is increased. Furthermore, there is no energy consumption when NG = 1, because there is no sleep stage, while the highest energy consumption occurs when NG = 16. Thus, this figure illustrates why there is efficient utilization of overall energy consumption, as the device consumes its energy during the sleep stage or in successful transmission and channel access, rather than in idle stages or higher energy depletion stages, such as collision or channel failure.
VIII. CONCLUSION

A. Conclusion
This paper proposes a dynamic HyMAC protocol known as HSW-802.15.4, which adds an adaptable sleep/wake-up extension to the mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. This HyMAC protocol enhances the channel access mechanism by merging the strong aspects of the CSMA/CA with those of the TDMA. The PAN coordinator broadcasts an ST message that categorizes the network into NG sleep groups of devices called SG i . With the proposed extension, certain groups of devices are forced to sleep after each channel failure or collision. Each device that experiences channel collision or failure calculates its sleep period according to the scheduling information in the ST message and the TDMA slot sequence. However, all the groups of devices are permitted to access the channel with low-density networks when there are no collisions or channel failures. Moreover, the number of IoT devices is increasing, and most of these are battery-powered. Hence, the proposed protocol enables IoT devices to conserve more power to access the channel, thereby prolonging the lifespan of the network regardless of the number of devices it contains. Moreover, dividing the devices into multiple sleep groups reduces the hidden node problem. A frame structure for the proposed protocol compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard has also been developed. To provide a mathematical model for the proposed protocol, a theoretical analysis-based Markov chain has been constructed. The results show that the proposed HSW-802.15.4 protocol can efficiently utilize the energy of the battery by 40%-60% depending on the NG, and this demonstrates very efficient channel utilization with high throughput when compared to the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
B. Future Work
The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is subject to many other issues that also need to be investigated and incorporated to improve the energy conservation of the devices, some of these being the: back-off methodology, optimal duty cycle, unreliability, network complexity, packet size limitation and the hidden node problem. Finding efficient algorithms for these issues can prevent the high energy consumed by the devices, due to data transmission, reception, collision as well as the idle and sleep modes.
For instance, tuning the values of the maximum and minimum number of binary exponential back-off in an effective way will have a direct impact on the energy efficiency of any device. This is considered to be a better solution as will have a greater impact on the communication reliability, rather than increasing the number of retransmissions, for this will require higher energy consumption. Furthermore, depending on the application constraints and specifications, some devices are allocated a fixed duty cycle (long or short period), while others require adaptable periods. These two factors can obviously affect the unreliability issue in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. This is because it employs the CSMA/CA mechanism to access the channel, which is considered as being an inefficient algorithm for controlling the number of collisions, especially in high density networks.
Another important solution to conserving the energy consumed by IoT devices and reducing the network complexity is the involvement of SDN and network virtualization technologies in the MAC process. These can be implemented in TABLE III  NOTATION USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER different ways, such as proactively, reactively (on demand), or by mixing between the two. With these approaches, the SDN controller has the responsibility of monitoring the number of network traffic collisions and deciding upon the optimal sleep/wake-up period for each device in a way that eliminates the effect of the hidden node issue. These methods can be easily combined with the proposed HSW-802.15.4 MAC protocol, because the SDN controller and the virtualization technology over the cloud can categorize the devices into several groups and identify the TDMA time slots as well as the group associated with each. Furthermore, the involvement of such technologies in the MAC protocol will facilitate the protocol updating process, according to the network requirements, such as in the case of an emergency. In this case, the device will need to be accompanied by the GPS facility in order to be able to send an emergency request, when required, to the SDN controller over the cloud, which in turn will update the network with an emergent route for the requested device.
APPENDIX A NOTATION
The notation used throughout this paper are described in Table III. APPENDIX B CSMA/CA ALGORITHM Algorithm 1 describes the behavior of the CSMA/CA mechanism, which is similar to the simulator used by [14] with some enhancements. After guaranty the accuracy of the simulator by gotten the same results presented by [14] , its results have been compared with the proposed numerical model. Furthermore, the notation used in Algorithm 1 have been described in Tables I and II (in Appendix A 
